


Godiva was founded in 1926 in Brussels, Belgium by master chocolatier Pierre 
Draps. Driven by a passion for chocolate and innovation, he was inspired by Lady 

Godiva’s famous journey through the streets of Coventry. “Clad in nought” on 
horseback, she protested against tolls placed upon the town, and gained the love 

of her townspeople. 700 years later, an iconic brand was born.

Godiva has gone on to become one of the most celebrated and enjoyed 
chocolatiers around the world.

In 1968, Godiva was appointed the official chocolatier to the Royal Court in 
Belgium, the highest honour a company can receive. Today Godiva is available in 

more than 100 countries worldwide and has been transforming simple  
moments into lifelong memories for 95 years.

CELEBRATING RAMADAN

Ramadan is the ninth month in the Islamic lunar calendar and is expected 
to begin on Saturday 2nd April 2022 and end on Sunday 1st May. Eid al-Fitr 
commemorates the end of the fasting month of Ramadan. An occasion for 
special prayers, family visits, gift-giving and charity, it takes place on the  

first day of Shawwal, the 10th month in the Islamic calendar.

1.
Choose from iconic 

decorated boxes, Easter 
eggs or luxury hampers 

from our Spring 
range 2022.

2.
For a special touch, 

include a personalised 
message card or add 

your branding to bespoke 
sleeves or ribbons.

3.
Find the delivery option 

best suited to your needs. 
Delivery to numerous 

addresses or in bulk to 
your office.

VOLUME DISCOUNTS START FROM £200

£200 - £500 5% £501 - £1000 10% £1001 - £1500 15% £1501 or more 20%

Call us on 0800 193 2233. Email the team corporateordersuk@godiva.com

OUR CONCIERGE SERVICE

THE STORY OF GODIVA MAKE SPRING YOUR OWN

3.



5.4.

Napolitain Gift Box 56pc
£17.00  |  2171359

Napolitain Gift Box 84pc
£20.00  |  2171358

Pre-packed with four flavours:
Milk, Dark, Milk Hazelnut, Dark Pistachio

Pre-packed with four flavours:
Milk, Dark, Milk Hazelnut, Dark Pistachio



7.6.

Finesse Supreme 64pc
£23.50  |  2171357

Pre-packed with two flavours:
Milk and Dark

Ultimate Sharing Box 118pc
£40.00  |  2171360

Pre-packed with:
70 Napolitains in 4 flavours, 32 Finesse Supreme in 2 flavours
8 Masterpieces in 3 flavours, 8 Chocolate Domes in 3 flavours



9.8.

GOLD GIFT BOX 25PC

£35.00  |  FG73018 

GOLD GIFT BOX 35PC

£47.00  |  FG73019 

GOLD GIFT BOX 8PC

£14.00  |  FG73016

GOLD COLLECTION  
ALL DARK 20PC

£30.00  |  FG73076 

GOLD GIFT BOX 15PC

£22.00  |  FG73017 

GODIVA GOLD BOX
The new Godiva Gold Collection is every chocolate lover’s dream come true.  

Combining the finest Godiva signature pieces in milk, dark and white  
chocolate, this indulgent selection will take you on a journey through  

creamy praliné, smooth caramel, nutty noisette and soft ganache;  
all packaged in a new modern gold box, for a timeless gift.



11.10.

COEUR ICONIQUE GRAND 14PC

£21.00  |  FG72855

GOLD ASSORTMENT 
BALLOTIN 500G

£52.50  |  FG72902

GOLD ASSORTMENT 
BALLOTIN 350G

£40.00  |  FG72901 

ALL MILK  
BALLOTIN 500G

£52.50  |  FG72906 

COEUR ICONIQUE PETITE 6PC

£11.50  |  FG72853

GOLD BALLOTIN

COEUR ICONIQUE

Whether it’s for a special occasion or simply a mid-day treat, Godiva’s Carré collection 
offers pure chocolate luxury in five favourite flavours: Milk Chocolate, 50% Dark Chocolate, 

72% Dark Chocolate, 85% Dark Chocolate and White Chocolate.

CARRES

MILK CHOCOLATE  
CARRES 36PC

£18.00  |  FG72720 

72% DARK CHOCOLATE 
CARRES 36PC

£18.00  |  FG72722 

FULL RANGE  
CARRES 60PC

£26.00  |  FG72727

The ultimate gift from Godiva. The classic and elegant Belgian ballotin wrapped in 
luxurious gold paper with a hand-tied ribbon contains a rich assortment of premium 

chocolates, carefully selected to offer a wide range of the finest fillings to suit all tastes.

Share a little love with your friends, family or colleagues with this luxurious heart-shaped, 
golden box. The embossed, two-tone gold textured box opens to reveal delicious and 

refined hearts in white, milk and dark chocolate.



13.12.

SIGNATURE TRUFFLE  
GIFT BOX 8PC

£20.00  |  FG73233 

SIGNATURE TRUFFLE  
GIFT BOX 15PC

£32.00  |  FG73235 

Crack the smooth chocolate shell of a Godiva Traditional Truffle to 
discover melt-in-your-mouth heaven. With exotic, delicious flavours 

like Tahitian vanilla, Belgian speculoos and salted caramel.

TRUFFLES



15.14.

MILK CHOCOLATE  
BAR 49G

£3.00  |  FG72032 

MILK MACADAMIA  
BAR 49G

£3.00  |  FG72034

DARK RASPBERRY  
GANACHE BAR 49G

£3.00  |  FG72036 

MILK PRALINE  
NOUGATINE BAR 49G

£3.00  |  FG72032 

Whether it’s a gift for someone special or simply a treat for yourself, 
the Godiva chocolate bar collection offers pure chocolate luxury.

BARS

DARK 85% GANACHE  
BAR 49G

£3.00  |  FG72038

MILK CAPPUCCINO  
PEARLS 43G

£4.00  |  FG72227 

MILK CHOCOLATE  
PEARLS 43G

£4.00  |  FG72221 

DARK CHOCOLATE  
PEARLS 43G

£4.00  |  FG72230 

A collection of premium chocolate delights, that are perfectly suited 
for those who want their chocolate to be personal and portable. 

These delicious chocolate treats are perfect to indulge at any time  
of day, and come in a range of flavours.

PEARLS



17.16.

BISCUITS

GUATEMALA 
COFFEE BREAKFAST 

BLEND 284G

£11.00  |  FG95124 

CARAMEL  
COFFEE 284G

£11.00  |  FG95122 

HAZELNUT CREAM 
COFFEE 284G

£11.00  |  FG95125

CHOCOLATE 
TRUFFLE COFFEE 

284G

£11.00  |  FG95123 

Why have just regular coffee when you can have Godiva Coffee?  
Warm up anytime with Godiva’s delicious premium coffee, featuring a range  

of fantastic flavours including; Hazelnut Cream, Caramel and Chocolate Truffle 
and our new flavour, Guatemalan Single Origin.

COFFEE

PRESTIGE BISCUIT DARK 12PC 

£7.00  |  FG77322

LADY LAIT PRESTIGE BISCUITS 12PC

£7.00  |  FG77323 

Overflowing with taste, in exciting shapes and encased in beautifully 
designed packaging, the Godiva biscuit range offers a variety of 

flavours, all inspired by our core pieces. The collection is a perfectly 
indulgent treat.



19.18.

FINESSE SUPREME 
BROWN 64PCS 320G

£16.00  |  2171145

CHOCOLATE COVERED 
HAZELNUTS 57G

£3.00  |  24707

FINESSE SUPREME 
BROWN 96PCS 480G 

£24.00  |  2171230

FINESSE BELLE 75PCS 
505G

£25.00  |  2171298

FINESSE

NAPOLITAIN  
80PCS 330G / 120PCS 495G

£16.00  |  2171011   £22.00  |  2171010

NAPOLITAIN 84PCS  
350G

£18.00  |  01549-18

NAPOLITAIN 56PCS  
230G

£16.00  |  01550-01

NAPOLITAINS

NAPOLITAIN 128PCS  
512G

£30.00  |  2171003

NAPOLITAIN  
225G 

£12.50  |  FG75996

NAPOLITAIN 14PCS 
POUCH 58G 

£1.70  |  102317

Featuring milk chocolate, dark chocolate, hazelnut milk chocolate and pistachio dark 
chocolate, the individually wrapped Napolitains have something for every chocolate lover, 
whether they like their chocolate creamy and smooth or more intense. Enjoy with tea and 

coffee after dinner, or treat your family and friends. Available in various designs,  
you’ll find an option for any occasion.

Enjoy the unique taste of Godiva chocolate with these gift boxes consisting of different 
sized dark and milk chocolate pieces, wrapped in a premium gift box, complete with gold 

Godiva ribbon or a seasonal design. This simple but delicious selection makes a great 
present – whether it’s for a birthday, anniversary, or just to say thank you. Meet Godiva’s 

new chocolate series, Finesse Belle & Supreme! 



21.20.

HAZELNUT  
30G FLOWPACK

£0.95  |  156008

MILK CHOCOLATE 
TABLET 60G

£1.75  |  142505

COCONUT  
30G FLOWPACK

£0.95  |  156009

72% DARK CHOCOLATE 
TABLET 60G

£1.75  |  142506

DOUBLE CHOCOLATE 
30G FLOWPACK

£0.95  |  156101

DARK ROASTED 
ALMONDS TABLET 60G

£1.75  |  142508

SIGNATURE TABLETS 60G

DOMES
MASTERPIECES TABLET 

OYSTER 83G

£2.25  |  154307

MASTERPIECES CARAMEL 
LION BAR 32G

£0.95  |  154306 

MASTERPIECES TABLET 
CARAMEL LION 86G

£2.25  |  154308

MASTERPIECES HEART 
BAR 30G

£0.95  |  153711

MASTERPIECES OYSTER 
BAR 30G

£0.95  |  154304

MASTERPIECES TABLET 
HEART 86G

£2.25  |  153710

Exquisitely crafted chocolates with luxuriously smooth, creamy fillings that melt in 
your mouth. Inspired by the most iconic Godiva chocolates ever created by our Chef 

Chocolatiers, in over 90 years of Belgian artistry and craftsmanship. Savour legendary 
Godiva chocolates with small, individually wrapped bars and filled chocolate bars.

Nothing beats the simplicity of beautifully balanced, melt-in-your mouth chocolate. 
Masters in the art of chocolate making since 1926, Godiva create their chocolate  

using only the finest ingredients for a luxurious taste that you can’t get enough of.  
This 60g Square tablet is perfect for enjoying any time, anywhere.  

Whether you share it is up to you...

MASTERPIECES



23.22.

MILK SALTED CARAMEL 
TABLET 90G

£2.25  |  01501-01

MILK CHOCOLATE 
TABLET 90G

£2.25  |  01501-07

72% DARK CHOCOLATE 
TABLET 90G

£2.25  |  01501-03

90% DARK CHOCOLATE 
TABLET 90G

£2.25  |  01501-09

HONEY ALMOND  
TABLET 60G

£2.25  |  01501-02

BLOOD ORANGE DARK 
CHOCOLATE TABLET 60G

£2.25  |  01501-05

SIGNATURE TABLETS 90G

MILK 90G

£2.50  |  156420

DARK 72% CACAO 90G

£2.50  |  156414

DARK SEA SALT 90G

£2.50  |  156418

SIGNATURE MINI BARS

DARK ROASTED ALMOND  
90G

£2.50  |  01564-16

MILK SALTED CARAMEL 
90G

£2.50  |  01564-24

MILK HONEY ALMOND 
90G

£2.50  |  01564-22

A new take on premium chocolate bars. Cacao and other ingredients, roasted  
and blended to perfection, deliver a luxuriously smooth and rich flavour. Each Godiva 

Signature Chocolate Mini Bars pack features eight perfectly portioned bars, individually 
wrapped in gold foil, for anywhere, anytime enjoyment. Eat as little or as much as you like,  

have at home or on the go, eat by yourself or share with others.

Mastering chocolate making since 1926, Godiva’s rich, smooth chocolates are produced 
with extraordinary passion and artistic flair. With twelve chocolate squares, you can  

break a small piece of Godiva every day or share it with your friends. These delicious 
chocolate tablets take snacking to a new dimension, giving you sweet moments  

of happiness on a busy day!



24.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT  
OUR SALES TEAM

GODIVA COPORATE TEAM

corporateordersuk@godiva.com

GODIVA UK Ltd

Canal Level, 102 Camley Street, Camden, London, N1C 4PF


